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 Once again thanks for your support during these trying times. Your ability to adapt to our guidelines 
has been very welcome and helped us maintain our goal of a safe, inviting and friendly environment. Many 
of you have commented on how nice it is to enjoy your tasting outside this year.  Outside will continue to 
be the location for tastings for now. We have added 2 outdoor heaters to the patio and will also be 
enclosing the porch. The front enclosure will be clear marine vinyl so you can still enjoy the vineyard views. 
 Our grapes have been harvested, processed, and fermentations started. Although our yield was 
impacted by our continued struggle with the deer population and their affinity for grapes, the wines we are 
making right now are very intense and promising. We have contracted with other vineyards to receive 
additional grapes through October to meet your wine expectations.  
 Wines are going fast. We are out of Cab Franc, American Riesling, and LMS Riesling for the year. We 
are out of Maple, but working on another batch. This batch is proving very stubborn. However, we still hope 
to have Maple available by the end of October. 
 We are now offering shipping of our wine through the website (cogdalvineyards.com). We are using 
a company called VineShipper to process the orders and meet the individual state legal requirements. We 
can currently ship to 40 states! Not all wines will be available for shipping.  Let us know your experience 
with this exciting new development for enjoying Cogdal Vineyards and Little Man wines year round. 

Hours: 

Open Noon to 5pm, 
Daily Thru Nov 1 

Nov-Apr: Sat & Sun 
 

 

We appreciate your 
business. Please let us 

know how we are doing. 

Thanks! Deb and Jack 

 

7143 107th Ave, South 
Haven, MI 49090 

littlemanwinery@gmail.com   

269.637.2229 

cogdalvineyards.com 

facebook 

Hello Wine Lovers!      Welcome back to Judy’s Corner! 

 

 As a reminder, there are three main types of pairings: #1. Matching wine and food flavors, 

#2. Matching wine and food intensity/body, and #3. Complimenting wine styles.  

 

Dry White Pairings:  In general, all of these wines are crisp, dry and refreshing 

would go nicely with lighter fare dishes from the start of a meal to the finish (#1)  

 

Whitecap and Vin Blanc: Since these wines are light, crisp and make your mouth water a bit, 

I recommend matching them first with food of the same intensity/body (#2). They would go 

nicely with seafood/fish, light summery salads and lighter proteins such as chicken or turkey. 

Because of their higher acidity (what makes your mouth water), they also compliment pasta 

dishes with creamy sauces and cheeses (#3).  

 

Charlie’s Choice and Dry Riesling: These wines are similar in style to Whitecap and Vin Blanc 

and can be paired with many of the same dishes, but they do have some unique characteris-

tics as well. Because Charlie’s Choice has a slightly floral note and Dry Riesling presents more 

apple and honey notes, they can compliment the flavors in Asian, Thai, Mexican or more 

spicy dishes (#3). Even if you kick up the heat a bit, since the wines are served chilled, they 

will go down nicely. In addition, pairing with salmon or pork dishes with flavorful glazes will 

also bring out the best flavors (#3).  

 

See the website for all available pairings.  Cheers, Judy 

Events: 

Unfortunately we will 
not have any events the 

rest of the year. 


